pressed us and his friend Alec Martin to stay until his other Difficulties
visitors had left.	of a Prime
He wanted to show his latest treasures. He'had spotted a Minuter painting at Christie's attributed to Hogarth, and as it was looked on with suspicion, he acquired it for a small sum. It turned out to be by the hand of Gavin Hamilton, whose works are rarely met with; so he had done well to buy it He had recently been given a large painting by Gainsborough, a drawing for which he had found previously, of which he was justly proud. He was not to see these paintings again, ^My wife went to Victoria station, to join his family in bidding him a good journey, She was the last to shake hands with him as the train drew out. Three days later we read of his death on the voyage out.
Of MacDonald's place in the political history of our time it is too early for a reliable judgment. I only know how deeply he took to heart the bitterness and strife left as an aftermath of the war. I remember one of Max's cartoons showing MacDonald digging in his garden, looking up, to become suddenly aware of a great obstruction shutting om the sky, fl never noticed that before.5 We all read our daily papers with a complacency which would be shocking had the disasters of which we read occurred in our own circles, But a Prime Minister is closely affected by the most distant disturbances, and must make decisions likely to affect the lives of countless people for good or evil I know from my own small experience as head of a public institution, what It means to have to say yea or nay. MacDonald had a tenderer hide, I think, than many politicians, and he suffered acutely from the conditions he had to face. It was for this reason that he valued private friendships; he could either unburden himself of some of the things that troubled him or, better still, refresh his spirit by closer proximity with realities removed from the platform or political arena. I have seen again and again how his natural blitheness could return, Ms sense oi fun and the ludicrous be awakened, by congenial companionship. There was a largeness in his nature, expressed mater-
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